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What is ROOT ?

Framework for data analysis based on C++.

� store/read data

� process data

� analyse data (histograms, statistical analysis, ...)

Developed, supported and widely used by the High Energy Physics community.

Three possible ways to use it:

� Graphical User Interface (GUI)

� C++ interpreter (cling)

� macros, programs, libraries (can be used as collection of libraries)
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ROOT classes

There are many classes in ROOT:

� TH1, TH2: histograms

� TFile: input/output files

� TCanvas: screens to plot graphical objects (histograms, graphs, ...)

� TTrees: save data in structured way

� many, many more...

No need to know all of them, can learn about different classes as necessary.

ROOT reference guide: https://root.cern/reference/

� tip: searching ”(something you need) root cern” on Google tends to work very well
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https://root.cern/reference/


ROOT class documentation: example

TH1F: 1D histograms with floats TH2F: 2D histograms with floats
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https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH1F.html
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH2F.html


The GUI

Useful for browsing directories and files, accessed by creating a TBrowser.
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The GUI II - browsing files
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The cling interpreter

The most basic way to (really) use ROOT.

� can be used interactively or via macros/programs

� can execute instruction by instruction or compile programs
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On to the actual tutorial...



Before we begin.

Whenever necessary: you can open these documentation pages in your browser (they

will be tremendously helpful).

� TFile

� TTree

� TH1F

� TH2F

� TCanvas
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https://root.cern/doc/master/classTFile.html
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH1F.html
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH2F.html
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/classTCanvas.html


Exercise 2 - methods

The methods used in exercise 2 are the following:

� TFile::Open(): opens file in ROOT session

� TFile::Get(): loads object from file into memory (inherited from TDirectoryFile

class)

� TTree::Print():: prints summary of tree contents

� TTree::GetEntries(): gets the number of entries in the tree

� TTree::Draw(): draws variable or expression for entries and objects that pass an

(optional) selection.
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https://root.cern/doc/master/classTFile.html#ad8870806a04da2c2f4aa02bee4ec6833
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTDirectoryFile.html#aee65615b0bc6f8ec09c34a785d0350fd
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a7a0006d38d5066b533e040aa16f97094
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a74db5981d15c7260e939849861588798
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a73450649dc6e54b5b94516c468523e45


Exercise 3 - methods (already implemented)

The methods already implemented in exercise 3 are the following:

� TFile constructor

� TFile::Get()

� TH1F constructor (derived from TH1 constructor)

� TTree::Draw()

If you can’t find a solution with this and the ”raw” class documentation pages given in

the beginning, jump to the next slide for some tips.
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https://root.cern/doc/master/classTFile.html#ad0377adf2f3d88da1a1f77256a140d60
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTDirectoryFile.html#aee65615b0bc6f8ec09c34a785d0350fd
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH1.html#a82f16fb9b9a11c97f1c9177e9e996fc7
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a73450649dc6e54b5b94516c468523e45


Exercise 3 - tips

� 3b): see if the try the TH2F class is what you need

� 3c): see if the options of the TTree::Draw() can help you

� 3d) and 3e): if you can’t find the functions in the direct documentation of TH1F,

check the tabs ”Public Member Functions Inherited from TH1” (for general 1D

histograms) or the ”Public Member Functions Inherited from TAttLine” (to

change general line properties, such as color)

� 3e) if you want to see how/what formulas are defined in ROOT (to define fitting

functions), check out the TFormula class

� if you want to see the different options to draw the histograms, check out the

THistPainter class
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https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH2F.html
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a73450649dc6e54b5b94516c468523e45
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH1F.html
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/classTFormula.html
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTHistPainter.html


Exercise 4 - methods (already implemented)

The methods already implemented in exercise 4 are the following:

� TFile constructor

� TFile::Get()

� TH1D constructor (derived from TH1 constructor)

� TH1D::Fill(): increment bin with abscissa X with a weight w.

For the C++ code only:

� TTree::SetBranchAdress(): links the program variables to the variables coming

from the tree

� TTree::GetEntries()

� TTree::GetEntry(): loads the values from a given entry to the program variables

If you can’t find a solution with this and the ”raw” class documentation pages given in

the beginning, jump to the next slide for some tips. 12

https://root.cern/doc/master/classTFile.html#ad0377adf2f3d88da1a1f77256a140d60
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTDirectoryFile.html#aee65615b0bc6f8ec09c34a785d0350fd
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH1.html#a82f16fb9b9a11c97f1c9177e9e996fc7
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTH1.html#a498de8e0804e75fc75e62dc14a3bb62d
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a79749c5fc6573003ad35113772e0cab2
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a74db5981d15c7260e939849861588798
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTTree.html#a14c88179bd5fd2116228707d6addea9f


Exercise 4 - tips

� 4a): if you can’t find the Divide method in the direct documentation of TCanvas,

check the tab ”Public Member Functions Inherited from TPad” (the base

graphics drawing class)

� 4a): see if there is a method to change between pads similar to one you can use

to change directories in the command line
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https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/classTCanvas.html

	On to the actual tutorial...

